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INTRODUCTION:

The above words are but a few among many that were used in the 17th & 18th 
centuries to either describe a Sword typology or a style of Fencing; & can bring 
further confusion when used differently or simultaneously towards different Swords 
depending of the region & time period. 

One main difference between the British & French swordsmanship, of the 17th & 
18th centuries, was how weapons were named & how “the way they were used” 
defined. 

The British; generally speaking; defined a type of Sword by a name, which in turn 
brought upon it a way of using it. For example a Smallsword was a type of Sword, & 
the one wielding it did Smallsword; the same went with a Broadsword, Saber, 
Spadroon, etc... 

In contrast, the French didn’t exactly associate Sword types to their use; they did give 
characteristics to a certain hilt or blade; based on design, style, where it came from, 
etc; but it didn’t incur directly in which way it was used. 

The French typically indicated what type of « Fencing » one was practicing 
independently of the weapon design used. 

Shearing Sword Spadroon Walloon Sword

Espadon Espadron Demi Espadon

Forte Épée de Taille & d’Estoc Contre Pointe
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There are basically three main streams of Swordsmanship in France of the 17th & 
18th centuries: Thrusting (or Use of the Point Only); Cutting (Escrime à l’Espadon or 
Demi Espadon); & the Cut & Thrust (De Taille & d’Estoc or Contre Pointe).

The hilted, single handed, straight blade, Cut & Thrust Sword has been in use all 
across Europe since the 1500’s. Before the advent of the Spadroon; for which the 
word was used for the first time in print by Donald McBane in his 1728 book; the 
main Cut & Thrust Sword used across Europe was sometimes called Shearing Sword, 
Mortuary Sword or Backsword by the British; while the French identified it simply as 
the Cut & Thrust (de Taille & d’Estoc) & later on, « Contre Pointe ». 

Today’s workshop will be focused on the French method of fencing.

The ideal Sword design to be used in « Contre Pointe » is that of a straight & light 
blade (lighter than a Broadsword blade), having both a well tapered point & a proper 
edge which renders it efficient in both the cut & thrust. 

The French & British have always had slightly different point of views concerning 
which was more advantageous; in that the French always favoured the Thrust over 
the Cut; and it is for this reason that the point of balance & weight distribution in 
French Swords was extremely important to facilitate swift & small disengagements, 
as well as effective ripostes.
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I. A few PRINCIPLES of French School of Fencing.

🔸  The Point has advantage over the Cut:
* Better Reach,
* Increased Lethality,
* is Quicker in Action,
* & offers better Security through Opposition.

Thus the use of the Point is favoured & the Cut should be used opportunistically 
when the situation warrants it.

🔸  Alignment & Direction offers Strength behind the Thrust: The natural 
alignment of our limbs forms a strong structure from which; when extended in the 
proper direction with the weapon’s blade (towards the target); provides a powerful & 
strong thrust. This body structure allow the fencer to relax in his form, thus 
minimizing the overuse of muscles & favours speed & precision of movement.

🔸  Geometry & Leverage (Strong & Weak of the Blade) offers Security by 
Opposition.

🔸  Measure (or Space) is relative to each fencer & his intent of Action: Thus a 
Swordsman; based on his natural characteristics & that of his Sword, and the 
intended Action he is planning to perform; may either be Within or Without 
Measure of Touching his Opponent. This rule also apply to the Opponent; who may 
be Within or Without Measure of Touching [YOU] the Swordsman.

🔸  Time is equal to its Action; & like its Action, has a Beginning, an Execution 
(Middle) & an End. 

The « Before » is that moment which is before the Beginning of the Action 
(referred as its Preparation). 

The « After » is any moment which occurs after the Action has started (or during 
its Execution). 

« Instantly » is the exact moment; or the « NOW »; within the Execution of the 
Action, to which a fencer attempts to improve his situation by his own Action.
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🔸  First Time is that Time within the Preparation of an Action; thus the Action is 
finished before the birth of the Opponent’s Action.

🔸  Same Time is that of an Action which ends at the same Time as the Action of 
the Opponent.

🔸  Counter Time is that of an Action which finishes within the Execution (or 
Middle) of the Opponent’s Action. (Not to be mistaken with the Italian Contra 
Tempo: The French Contre Temps should be understood as the Italian Mezzo 
Tempo.)

🔸  Two Time Actions is where two Actions are performed without pause, in a fluid 
manner, as if both Actions were one. The Parry & Riposte is a fine example of a Two 
Time Action; where the first Action (the Parry) is a Same Time Action (as it finishes 
at the same time as the End of the Attack of the Opponent), & the Riposte follows 
immediately after, without pause, as the Opponent attempts a safe Recovery from 
his Attack. (In this case a successful Riposte is a Counter Timed Action as it should 
end within the Execution; before the end; of the Opponent’s Recovery.)

« Taking Time » is using the window of opportunity created by the Action of your 
Opponent; thus acting « Instantly » within the Execution of his Action; to your 
advantage. The same applies into Taking First Time, or acting within the Preparation 
of your Opponent.

« Giving Time » is the deliberate (or not) initiation of your own Action with the 
effect of having your Opponent do something (thus creating a fencing Time) upon 
which you can use at your advantage. (eg. a Feint)
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II. DISPOSITIONS & FOOTWORK 

A simple Exercise:

* First Position,
* Pointé,
* Rond de Jambe,
* Plié.
* Appel & Slip of the leg.

Their are 2 basic GUARDS & 4 STANCES 

Contrary to some British systems, where the Guards may be synonymous to Parry 
Positions, the French use the Guard as a neutral starting or reset position, putting 
the fencer in readiness to fight or act upon the occasion.

🔸  Profiled Stance:
* Rear foot approximately perpendicular to the Line; the latter crossing just in front 

of the ankle bone.
* The front foot upon the Line; both [Line & front foot] directed towards your 

target [Opponent].
* Both feet, shoulder width distant of each other.
* Body’s Centre of Gravity centred over both hips & feet.
* Upper body up straight & lowered by the bending of both legs.
* Shoulders & hips profiled up to 20 degrees of the Line.
* Off Hand & its arm towards the rear, as a continuation of the rear shoulder; relaxed  

& bent at the elbow (as to form a V); the same hand close to your head in readiness 
to oppose the Opponent’s blade if necessary.

🔸  Open Stance:
* The rear foot approximately perpendicular to the Line; its heel slightly spaced 

away from it.
* The front foot upon the Line; both [Line & front foot] directed towards your 

target [Opponent].
* Both feet, shoulder width distant of each other.
* Body’s Centre of Gravity centred over both hips & feet.
* Upper body up straight & lowered by the bending of both legs.
* Shoulders & hips turned up to 40 degrees of the Line.
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* Off Hand brought forward, almost in front of its shoulder & near the face; relaxed 
& bent at the elbow; always in readiness to oppose the Opponent’s blade if 
necessary.

🔸  Square Stance:
* Body Square to the Line, its Centre of Gravity directly over it.
* Both feet facing forward at shoulders width.
* Upper body up straight & lowered by the bending of both legs.
* Off Hand forward & dangling between both legs.

🔸  Lunge:
* Rear foot perpendicular & upon the Line.
* Front foot stepped forward about 1 or 2 soles lengths; placed upon the Line; both 
[Line & front foot] directed towards your target [Opponent].

* Front leg bent at the knee; the latter not pushed beyond the tip of the toes; so as to 
carry most of the body’s weight upon it.

* The rear leg fully extended & taunt at the thigh.
* The upper body well profiled & aligned [Shoulders & Hips]; leaned but slightly 

forward, the head away from the opponent’s blade.
* The rear arm ideally thrown towards the rear in a way to form a cross with the 

front one; both at shoulder height & parallel with the ground.
* The Off Hand turned to mirror the front (Supinated or Pronated).

Guards:

🔸  MEDIUM Guard (Hand Forward). In a Profiled Stance, have your hand over 
your front knee & the Pommel of the Sword in line with the navel; the Point slightly 
raised aimed at the mouth of your Opponent & the True Edge vertical, or directed 
towards the ground.

🔸  POINT FORWARD Guard (Modified Hanging or High Second). In a Profiled 
or Open Stance, have your arm & Sword fully extended forward with the Point in 
line with the Opponent’s eyes, the True Edge directed towards the right [Outside]. 
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Basic Footwork:

🔸  ADVANCE & RETREAT;
🔸  SIDE STEPS LEFT & RIGHT;
🔸  TRAVERSING & PIVOT;
🔸  PASSING FORWARD & BACKWARD;
🔸  LUNGE & RECOVERY;
🔸  SUBTERFUGE.

GRIP 

Handshake grip: Have the weight of the Sword rest upon the Middle Finger, then 
wrap the Wring & Small Fingers around the grip so that the latter be just at the base 
of the Pommel; which should ideally be placed within the crook of the wrist; and 
have the Index & Thumb comfortably extended, pinching the Body of the Hilt or 
Grip within a couple millimetres from the Shell (or Plate) on the flats of the Blade.

Some hilts may have a Thumb Ring, which facilitates the hold in the cuts; other 
French design would have a « Martingale » which would serve the same function by 
letting the Middle Finger hold it.

POSITIONS 

🔸  PRIME: As if the Sword had just been pulled out of the Scabbard, have the Hilt 
as high as your forehead & the Point directed towards the ground; the True Edge 
turned to the left [or Inside] by bending the elbow to Parry an Inside Cut or Thrust. 
This is usually taken in a Profiled Stance, although an Open Stance can be useful 
sometimes. [Hanging Guard Inside]

🔸  SECONDE: With the Hilt as high as in Prime (or at shoulder level as necessary), 
with the Point still directed towards the ground, the arm stretched out to carry the 
True Edge to the right [Outside] to Parry an Outside Cut or Thrust. Take an Open 
Stance. [Hanging Guard Outside]
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🔸  TIERCE: Raise the Point so that it is aimed at your Opponent’s right temple, & 
have the pommel in line with your right ribs, the hand just outside the front knee. 
Turn the True Edge about 45 degrees from the vertical towards the right [Outside] & 
remain in an Open Stance. [Outside Guard]

🔸  QUARTE: In a Profiled Stance; have the Pommel in line with your left ribs & the 
Point raised so that it is aimed at your Opponent’s left temple; the hand just inside 
the front knee. The True Edge is turned about 45 degrees from the vertical towards 
the left [Inside]. [Inside Guard]

🔸  QUINTE: Stepping with your front foot backwards into a Square Stance, raise 
your hand up & back; as high as your forehead & over its shoulder; the Blade slanted 
across the front, the point raised a little bit & covering the other shoulder & the True 
Edge directed forward to receive the Cut. [Guard of St.George]

🔸  SIXTE: Bring your hand towards the left shoulder & supinated; as high as in 
Quinte; so that the Blade covers the Head & the Point the right shoulder. Take a 
Square Stance. [Ceding or Outside Protect]

🔸  SEPTIME: The hand positioned as in Quarte & supinated, with the Point 
dipped towards the ground as to carry the True Edge Inside. Take a Profiled Stance. 
[Spadroon Guard - Low Quarte]
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III.PELIMINARY MOTIONS 

🔸  MECHANICS of the THRUST 

REACH - KICK - PROPEL (RECOVER)

From the Medium Guard:
* REACH - Extend your arm fully, leading & reaching out with the Point of the 

Sword; as if you wanted to touch your opponent with no input from the rest of the 
body. 

* As you do this [Reaching] rotate the True Edge almost horizontally (by pronation 
or supination of the hand) to offer opposition towards your Opponent’s weapon.

* KICK - As you reach full extension, kick the front foot forward, skimming it 
barely off the ground, & land it in your LUNGE Position; 

* PROPEL - Simultaneously propel your Body & Point forward by extension of the 
rear leg & arm into the LUNGE position.

* Maintain Opposition & Leverage throughout the Thrust by use of geometry, and 
Body Structure through Alignment:

- The Point is in line with the front shoulder;
- The hand pushed out as necessary to cover your body’s shadow (a 

triangle is thus formed between the front shoulder, the wrist & the 
Point of the Sword);

- Have both shoulders aligned with the hips & well profiled;
- The rear arm is at shoulder height, parallel to the ground, forming a 

cross with the front arm & Sword; and the Off Hand so turned to 
mirror the Sword Hand.

* RECOVER - Without pausing, Recover to a Guard or Parry Position by first 
collapsing the rear leg; transferring your weight on that leg; & then recover the 
front leg as required, keeping the Sword Arm fully extended until the last moment 
or when the threat is over.

🔸  SIMPLE CUT.

🔸  CIRCULAR  CUT.
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🔸  An Exercise at the Wall:

1. At a Target at the wall:
* Take a Medium Guard & Advance to your Measure;
* Disengage & Thrust Quarte on a Lunge & Recover in Quarte;
* Disengage & Thrust Tierce on a Lunge & Recover in Tierce;
** Repeat a few times & return to a Medium Guard.
* Adjust your Measure; 
* Disengage & Traverse, Thrust Quarte on a Lunge & Recover in Quarte;
* Disengage & Traverse, Thrust Tierce on a Lunge & Recover in Tierce;
** Repeat a few times & return to a Medium Guard & Retreat.

2. At a Target at the wall:
* Take a Point Forward Guard & Advance to your Measure;
* Cut Inside & Recover in Tierce;
* Change Cut Inside & Recover in Tierce;
** Repeat a few times & return to a Point Forward Guard.
* Adjust your Measure;
* Cut Outside & Recover to Quarte;
* Change & Cut Outside & Recover in Quarte;
** Repeat a few times & return to a Point Forward Guard.
* Adjust your Measure;
* Cut a Low Inside & Low Outside [Figure of 8] & Recover in Second;
* Cut a Low Outside & Low Inside [Figure of 8] & Recover in Prime;
** Repeat a few times & return to a Point Forward Guard & Retreat.

3. At a Target at the wall:
* Take a Medium Guard & Advance to your Measure;
* Extend a Half Thrust in Quarte, Change & Cut a Low Outside Traversing left;
* Recover in Seconde with a Retreat.
* Take a Medium Guard & Advance to your Measure;
* Extend a Half Thrust in Tierce, Change & Cut a Low Inside Traversing right;
* Recover in Prime with a Retreat.
** Take a Medium Guard & repeat a few time; then Retreat to a Point Forward 
Guard.
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IV. INTRODUCTION to CONTRE POINTE - PAIRED 
DRILLS

🔸  1st Rule: Always Favour the Thrust!
** Following a Parry, a Riposte with a Thrust is quicker, safer & more effective 
(lethal).

Take a Medium Guard Without Measure.

——
* (A) Advances & Cut Inside at the Face;
* (B) Parry - Riposte Quarte [Thrust] & Recover in Quarte.
* (A) Change & Cut Outside at the Face;
* (B) Parry & Riposte Tierce [Thrust] & Recover in Tierce.

——
* (A) Advances & Cut Inside at the Face;
* (B) Parry - Riposte Quarte [Thrust];
* (A) Parry Quarte;
* (B) Change & Cut Low Outside under the Arm, Recover in Seconde Retreating.

——
* (A) Advances & Cut Outside at the Face;
* (B) Parry - Riposte Tierce [Thrust];
* (A) Parry Tierce;
* (B) Change & Cut Low Inside under the Arm, Recover in Prime Retreating.
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🔸  2nd Rule: Change a Thrust into a Cut into a Thrust. 
** Randomly alternate between Cuts & Thrust; maintain the initiative, use 
opportunities & the Time/Space given to you.

Take a Medium Guard Without Measure.

——
* (A) Advances & Cut Inside at the Face;
* (B) Parry - Riposte Quarte [Thrust];
* (A) Parry Quarte;
* (B) Change & Cut Low Outside under the Arm;
* (A) Parry Seconde;
* (B) Disengage & Thrust Quarte Over the Arm; Recover in Seconde Slapping the 

forearm Retreating.

* (In the case where the Opponent would attempt a Riposte as you Recover in 
Seconde; Parry in Seconde or Prime, Return a Circular Cut to his exposed area & 
Redouble with a Thrust in a different Line.)

——
* (A) Advances & Cut Outside at the Face;
* (B) Parry - Riposte Tierce [Thrust];
* (A) Parry Tierce;
* (B) Change & Cut Low Inside under the Arm;
* (A) Parry Septime;
* (B) Disengage & Thrust Quarte;
* (A) Parry Quarte;
* (B) Re-Quarte in Throat or Face; Recover in Prime Slicing the forearm Retreating.

* (In the case where the Opponent would attempt a Riposte as you Recover in 
Prime; Parry in Seconde or Prime, Return a Circular Cut to his exposed area & 
Redouble with a Thrust in a different Line.)
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Take a Point Forward Guard Without Measure.

——
* (A) Advances & Thrust Quarte;
* (B) Parry Quarte with a high Point [Pointe Volante] - Return a Cut Over the Arm 

with an Expulsion & Thrust Quarte Over to the Arm or Face;
* (B) Recover in Quarte Slicing the Forearm.

——
* (A) Advances & Thrust in Tierce;
* (B) Parry Tierce with a high Point [Pointe Volante] - Return a Cut Over the Arm 

with an Expulsion & Thrust Tierce (or Quarte Over) to the Arm or Face;
* (B) Recover in Second Slapping the Forearm.

——
* (A) Advances & Thrust in Tierce, Pressing the Blade;
* (B) Cede & Parry in Prime - Return an Inside Circular Cut with Opposition of the 

Off Hand;
* (B) Redouble with a Thrust to the Face; Recover in Prime Slicing the Forearm.

——
* (A) Advances & Thrust in Quarte, Pressing the Blade;
* (B) Cedes & Parry in Seconde - Return an Outside Circular Cut;
* Redouble with a Thrust Quarte Over the Arm; Recover in Seconde Slapping the 

Forearm.
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🔸  3rd Rule: Use Opposition when possible.

Take a Medium Guard Without Measure.

——
* (A) Advances & Cut or Thrust Inside;
* (B) Parry Quarte; Oppose Sword with the Offhand & Return a Cut at the Outside 

of his Face.
* (B) Present your Point at his Face as you Recover in Prime.

——
* (A) Advances & Cut or Thrust Outside;
* (B) Parry Tierce; Oppose Sword with the Offhand & Return a Cut at the Inside of 

his Face.
* (B) Present your Point at his Face as you Recover in Second.
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🔸  4th Rule: Know your Place & Maintain the Initiative.
** We should not try to maintain the Initiative over our Opponent; but OVER 
OURSELVES!

There are basically three (3) types of Actions/Intents which together form the 
Fencing MINDSET.

* Offensive.
* Defensive.
* False Action.

Although Intent can INSTANTLY be switched from one to the other; no two intent 
(& its Action) can exist at the same time.

Normally a type of Action (Intent) will counter another; similar to Rock Paper 
Scissors:

* The Defensive will counter the Offensive;
* The False Action will counter the Defensive;
* The Offensive will counter the False Action.

The Golden Rule about the Fencing Mindset: Having the SAME Intent as your 
Opponent within your Action will lead to FAILURE.

(For example if both opponents are on the Defensive, nothing will happen....if both 
opponents are on the offensive, both will die!)

Exercises at the Forward Targets:

Take a Medium Guard Without Measure.

——
* From a Medium Guard on the Outside [Tierce]: Press & Cut the Forearm.
* From a Medium Guard on the Inside [Quarte]: Press & Cut the Forearm.
* From a Medium Guard on the Inside [Quarte]: Glissade your Point to draw his 

Engagement; Disengage & Cut Low Inside & Low Outside under the Arm.
* From the same Inside Medium Guard: Glissade, Disengage & Prick under the 

Wrist.
* From a Medium Guard on the Outside [Tierce]: Half Thrust towards the Face, 

Disengage & Prick the Arm.
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